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ABSTRACT

Middle management plays a pivotal role in the realization of the goals of

higher education, vet very little or any attention has been given to this

sector in literature. This study attempted to address this deficiency: using

the University of the Westem Cape as a case illustration the study sought

to establish training and development needs of middle management in

South African universities. A questionnaire, covering various skill items,

was used to collect data, and twenty one (21 ) middle-managers responded.

The findings of the study revealed that current skills, orientations and

competencies of middle management are awfully inadequate for meeting

the challenges posed by expanding student enrollments, the changing

composition of the study body along the line of race and language, and

general transitional issues arising from national policies in post-apartheid

South A.frica. A fusion model of training and develoPment in which a

reiterative provision of appropriate range of skills and competencies is

made has been proposed. It has also been proposed that the reiterative

model be considered along with popular Organization Development

approaches that focus on training and developing the entire institutional

staff. Time, Iack of expert resource persons, financial and other related

constraints may impede efforts in this direction. However, training and

developing middle managers is a challenge South African universities and

perhaps technikons can ill-afford to ignore, especially if they are serious in

pursuing the goal of providing higher education that is both relevant to the

nerv South African and excellent in the age-old tradition of quality

research and scholarship.

ooOoo I
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I

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background

Persons within organisations are appointed to perform or render specific

functions or services. What they sometimes fail to realize is that their

functions are dl,namic and continually being influenced by environmental

factors. Persons employed within universities find themselves in similar

circumstances. They must, to remain productive and relevant to the society

they serve, continually adapt to extemal environmental pressures. In an

era of increasing educational demands and resource constraints, those

involved in the management of Souttr African universities need new

managerial strategies to enhance the role and quality of leadership, improve

productivity, and maintain service excellence.

More than ever, the success of universities in creating and sustaining

excellence will depend on the vision, talents and energy of their

management. Middle-management play a crucial role in ensuring that the

activities inside an organisation are coordinated and directed towards

organisational objectives. It is at this level that the organisational obiectives

and strategies are translated into practical outcomes. [n the face of increased

environmental complority, uncenainty and constraints, these management

capabilities will depend on well-planned organisational and technical

infrastnrcture, and a broadly yet adequately trained worKorce. A proper

grasp of environmental complexities and the challenges they pose for

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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contemporaty South African university management generally, and for

middle-management in particular is not possible without a brief historical

outline of university development in this country.

University development in South Africa.

Various phases of development can be identified in the growth of South

African universities . University education in this country developed late in

comparison with other European settlements like the Americas and even

Australia. It was only in the nineteenth century that South Africa acquired

institutions for secondary and post-secondary education. Secondary schools

like the South African College, ( Cape Town, t 829), St Andrervs College

( Grahamstown, IB55), Grey College (1855), and Victoria College (1866),

paved the way for the establishment of the universities of Cape Town,

Rhodes, Orange Free State, and Stellenbosch respectively. The latter colleges

only became fully fledged universities as from I 91 6 in conjunction with the

University of South Africa which functioned as a federal examining body'

Unde: its auspices various other university colleges were also established

(See annexure A).

The E*ension of University Education Act, 1959 (Act 45 of 1959) provided

for separate state university colleges for African, Coloured and Indian

students alongside the already I I established White universities. This gave

expression to the concePt of "self-determination" of all maior racial

groupings in South Africa. (See Annexure A) These state-controlled

university colleges soon acquired fi:Il university status, and by I971, fifteen

fully fledged universities had developed in South Africa. The Act intro-

duced new principles for South Africa universities. It created state-controlled

universities alongside state-aided universities; and deprived universities of

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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the autonomy to accept or reiect students for admission. It prohibited rvhite

students from attending non-u,hite unir.ersities and debarred non-rvhites

from attending rvhite universities other than the Universitv of South Africa,

a teniary distance education institution. Holvever, irrespective of pressures

from the other state-aided uni.l'ersities, as w,ell as the disturbances and

boycotts at these ethnic universities, the govemment persisted in

estabiishing new racially segregated universities. This gave rise to the

establishment of the Medical University of South Africa (in l9B0) and Vista

University (1983), with the emphasis on the uaining of African students in

medical and paramedical disciplines, and focusing on corresPondence

courses similar to those at the University of South Africa. While the

historically rvhite universities (HWU ) developed their own administrative

infra-structure and managerial capabilities, the nervly established historically

black universities (HBU) had to endure rvhite conservative domination at

managerial levels. These segregated institutions were run like state depan-

ments to ensure that all actions and functions were in accordance with

poliry guidelines decreed by the apartheid regime. The need to develop and

train non -white staff in managerial skills at various institutional levels and

the integra.tion cnd co-ordination of activities was non-existent. Non-white

student enrolments, at South African universities in general increased

significantly, but dramatically over the last four decades at HBU'S. In 1960

only 642 ( I .9 06) of all non-white students attending universities registered

at HBUS and it increased to 144 836 (77o/o) in 1995. (Table. l.)

This growth compelled HBU's to provide students with a wider range of

services than its academic management activities such as admissions,

examinations, and record-keeping. Tirese auxiliary sL.vices included inter

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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alia housing, food-services, spon and other activities designed to enhance

the welfare of the students

STUDENTS REGISTERED AT SOUTH ATRICAN
RESIDENTIAL UNIVERSITIES.

Tahle L

Source: Department of National Education. 1982 ,1994 and 1995

These developments firnher accentuated the need for more staff to be

appointed to manage these services. Figaji ( 1996) states that HBU's have a

legary of under-resourcing that stems from the apartheid regime's unequal

funding system. HBU's serve more students than their respective physical

plants were built to accommodate. The size and stmcture of these

universities changed, without taking cognisance of managerial training and

development needs at various levels. Since the establishment of these HBU's

for the period 1960 -1975 managerial functions were Performed within a

stable, but closed environment. The apartheid stmcture of South African

non-white education created huge disparities between the quality of

education [and management] delivered at HBU's comPared to that at

Year Total at all
residential

universities

Non- White
students at HWU

Non- White
students at HBU

Total Non -

White students

1960 32 381 | 728 642 ( r .9%) 2 37O (7.3%')

t970 6I 023 I 364 4 528 (770/61 5 892 (9.6%)

r 980 r03 398 16 s44 ( 8r%) 20 317 (19.6%)

1994 t2r 166 29 732 ss 332 (65%) 8s 093 (70%)

1995r 249 834 33 938 r r0 908 (77%) 144 836 (58%)

rBefore 1995 the universities in the previous home-lands were excluded in totals.

3 773

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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HWU's. Although most of the HBU's secured their autonomy, they

rejected the apartheid basis of their foundation. The late 1970's to mid

1980's then saw major student resistance to the aPartheid stmcture in

general , and the higher education system in Particular at most HBU's. This

resistance, through upheavals and student demonstrations, influenced the

efficient academic management of HBU's in general and IJWC's in

particular.

The University of the Westem Cape

This University was established in t 960 under the Extension of University

Education Act ( No 45 of 1959 )as amended, and affiliated to the

University of South Africa as a university college. It was granted full

academic autonomy in 1970 in terms of the Univenity of the Western Cape

Act, 1969, ( No 50 of 1969 ). Yet it was still under the direct political

control ( l0O7o financially aided) of the Apartheid Regime who still persisted

with the development of separate universities for each ethnic group. The

first sign of open revolt at the University of the Western Cape (LfWC)

surfaced in 1973. These actions at tMC by both students and workers

coincided with the re-emergence of resistance in the country at large. The

students and a small number of "coloured" staff members at LIWC

challenged the system in no uncertain terms. The university was closed

down for a short period, students had to re-register and a iudicial

commission of enquiry was set up. Its report failed to indicate that it

understood, or appreciated, the root causes of camPus revolt. The only

significant outcome was the recognition of the need for the appointment of

a "coloured" rector for UWC. The govemment responded and in 1975

appointed the first so called "coloured" rector, Prof Richard van der Ross'

This was no real concession for it fitted in with the ideology of apartheid.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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For UWC it meant a change in the stvle of leadership, rvhich resulted in

student grievances being resolved through negotiation and consultation, and

introducing a new departure in its management history ([IWC, l98B).

However, changes in the administrative management of the university did

not happen. Irrespective of this change in leadership all management

positions within the Administration were still held by conservative white

employees. They, together with equally conservative Senate members, tried

to keep control of the university and its direction as an ethnic, so-called

"coloured" University and were answerable to their aPartheid masters

outside the institution. By the end of the decade the battle by these staff

members to retain the status of the university was patently a lost cause

(Lrwc,l9BB).

It was only in 1974 that the first "coloured" Person was appointed to

occupy a middle-management position. In 1978 there were 3 persons in

middle-management positions without real managerial responsibility within

the administrative sector. The managerial role and firnctions of these staff

members were those of subservient civil servants. Most of their time rvas

devoted to routine support functions guided by the policies established by

the top management (White) and extemal regulatory agencies such as the

Department of Coloured Affairs, an aPartheid institution under whose

control the university functioned. For the peiod 1972 to 1986 the

univenity had very little management training and no development policies

existed. The bureaucratic dimate in vogue inhibited demands to change the

management culture within the institution. Although Prof van der Ross as

academic leader did not actually contribute to the development of a

managerial vision for UWC, he initiated the first outlines of a possible

future pattem for the university. This position and pattems were taken up

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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in an official document "UWC Obf ectives" accepted b)' the Senate in

1982. In it the universitv stated its reiection of the politico-ideological

grounds on which it was established, and committed itself to the

development of Third World communities. Prof G J Gerwel, his successor

in 1987, acknowledged the contribution Prof van der Ross made to the

university when he stated:

In the twelve years he was Rector he led this institution

away from its Verwoerdian identity as a "coloured community

college "and saw it established as a university which enioys universal

respect. It was an extraordinary achievement, requiring patience,

rvisdom, generositv and courage. Those qualities inform his

management style (Vice-Chancellors Report, l9B7 p.l.).

This new poliry, adopted i-n 1982, along with factors such as the substantiel

student increases, and the massive class boycotu from 1976 to 1985, not

only changed the public image of the University, but itr intemal dlmamics

and structures and the perception of the university authorities. Aspecu

targeted for change were more of an academic nature with the focus on

academic devdopment to assist students from underprivileged communities

attending the university. (I-IWC, l9BB).

In l9B4 UWC was granted autonomy in line with the other white

universities. Yet on occasion the govemment attempted to exert control

when certain poliry directions of the University ran contrary to its

intentions and designs, for example, in l9B7 when limitations were placed

on the admission of other race grouPs to the university in terms of the

"Quota system". The prolonged boycotts against the prevailing political

order and UWC's open admissions poliry, contrary to govemment

regu.lations, spurred govemment intervention. The state set conditions for

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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subsidization thereby using financing mechanisms to exert Pressure on the

University to conform with govemment poliry. Horvever, in October I987,

the University community responded with a w'eek long class boycott and

Iegal action against the state in Protest against the attemPt to impose

political control on its funding and impinge on its autonomy.

In l9B7 Prof G I Gerwel succeeded Prof van der Ross as Rector and Vice-

Chancellor, and added a further dimension to the process of re-orientation

of the university. Prof Gerwel created a new character and identity for the

university namely, an "intellectual home of the left" and declared the

university as a non-sectarian democratic institution that should provide

broader access to the disadvantaged communities in the country (The

Argus, 2l November, 1990). Under his leadership the University accepted

another document "UWC 2O0l: The University of the Western Cape in

a changing South Africa" in which it challenged its role and function as a

university.

In the same period an imPortant democratization process within the

University commenced. Some of the maior transformations at the

University involved drawing students into the decision-making process in

faorlty councils, and the changed composition of senate also reflected this'

The University also broadened its access to students from disadvantaged

communities. For the period l9B7- 1990 the student population increased

from 9 034 to 12 570. This gave rise to the expansion of services and

facilities to students (Morta, 1994. ). Due to this expansion middle -

m:rnagement Positions increased from 5 to 12 in the following departments:

Media Liaison, Fundraising, Finance, Engineering and Architectural

Services, Transpon and Telephones, Campus Control, and Industrial

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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Relations. The non-academic staff complement increased from 583 to 743

positions (Council Report. l9B5 ; 1990). Despite this expansion of non-

academic staff and management positions no training or induction

programmes were in place. Middle-management was expected to manage

the various sectors in a Proactive and diligent manner. The democratic

m:rnagement ethos inherent in universities as communities of scholars was

absent in the administrative structures. The administrative side seemed to

have lagged behind academic developments within the University This can

be attributed to the fact that the academic side of the institution was the

primary focus for change. A continuous interaction between the politics of

the counuy and the academic Programmes had characterized IIWC during

this period.

The Administration was also busy with "crisis management" by re-organising

academic activities necessitated by student demonstradons, and in finding,

or negotiating solutions for these problems. The Administration therefore

had little time or opportunity to formally reflect and evaluate its own

position within the transformation process (Mona ' 1994). In I9B7

significant developments were made in Industrial Relations at the univer-

sity with the formation of a new trade union, the Workers Union (WU) and

a staff oqganisation, the Clerical, Administrative, Ubrary and Technical staff

Association (CALIA). FuIl recognition agreements were signed in l9BB. In

1989 both the WU and Calta amalgamated to form the UWC Workers

Union (LfWCWU). The IfWCWU demanded that the democratic ethos

inherent in universities immediately be o<tended to the non-academic sector

and that all stakeholders (administration and workers) should now also

participate in the democratisation Process. Within the Administration they

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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demanded that procedures, rules, and management style should be modified

where necessary in order to facilitate meaningful democratic ParticiPation'

The Union demanded that tlrough the process of democratization, the goals

of the University could be fulfilled and matched with the needs of the

rvorkforce. Worker needs were inter alia training, job enrichment' reduced

conflict, commitment and loyalty. Simultaneously, middle-management

requested training opportunities for tlemselves as well as for all non-

academic staff members (UWCWU, l9B9). The University's reaction to the

issue of democracy was that until now there had been a generalised

commitrnent to democracy as being something good and desirable and that

there has been "democratisation exercises at various points in the

institution". However, the type of democratisation within the various

structures implied for the non-academic sector need clarification. A failure

to understand the concept clearly and to act without clear comprehension

could have disastrous effects. (Gerwel,l99l ).

Middle-management rePresentatives on various occasions requested

Training and Development opponunities but were not taken seriously by

the executive of LJWC (HOD,19BB). Middle-management was increasingly

isolated from the decision-making area. They were seldom given the

opportunity to make contributions to decisions, and only received

information after the fact, This can be attributed to the fact that, although

a structure was created in 1989 for management to discuss common

managerial problems' the Executive regarded these meetings as briefing

sessions where business information was shared and managerial opinion

tested. It was not seen as a forum through which middle- management could

make demands and air their views constructively on matters that effected

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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them directly. As result they rvere disempowered by the university executive

to meaningfully particiPate in, or contribute to, university affairs (HOD

Minutes: l99O - 1992).

Due to environmental pressures such as increased student population,

subsidy cuts, proactive and crisis management , UWC in 1990-1993 under

the leadenhip of Prof Gerwel embarked on a Strategic Planning exercise .

UWC reflected on its current and future mission and obiectives. From this

exercise five goals and various objectives r,vith associated strategies were

identified. Of importance to this study were the goals, obiectives and

strategres identfied in this Strategic Plan Document (SPD) that need to be

implemented for middle-management development.

From the above developments it is clear that the following issues from a

historical perspective hindered the development of middle management at

LJWC for the period I 96O- l9B9:

During the period 1960- l9B3 most managerial positions were

occupied by conservative white persons that had to ensure

that the poliry of academic apartheid was implemented.

Subordinate positions were filled by subservient civil servants

who had to execute their duties with the necessary diligence.

No opportunities were creat€d for training and development.

UWC had a small administrative capacity to deal with

institutional matters.

Middle-managers were traditionally viewed as civil servants

to fulfil a sewice activity, a tool through which the oblectives

of the educational process could be realised Training and

I

t
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development programmes \r'ere not deemed as priorities

rvithin the toul administrative sector.

A lack of recognition of middle-management and its role and

contribution to the general management of the university.

The demands from the students, and unions and middle- management

during the late 1980's and early 1990' s brought to the fore the need for

better and improved management, especially at oPerational and middle

levels. It is only in the eariy I 990 ' s that the university really gave serious

thought to the development of its middle management's capabilities when

it embarked on its Strategic Planning.

Statement of the problem

Through its Strategic Planning self-analysis exercise during the period

1990- 1993 a picture emerged of its needs and the basic components uPon

whiclr a comprehensive suategy should be developed GfWC, 1993). I-IWC

acknowledged that it should improve the capabilities of its middle-

management; redefine its organisational structure and communication, and

decision-making arr:rngements to meet its overall obiectives. The following

weaknesses are of key concem. They are, inter alia, the absence of:

. a strong core of middle-management committed to the institution.

. a staff development Programme (which indudes management

development).

. induction into I-IWC institutional culture.

. effective channels of communication.

. effective management with regard to decision-making.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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In this situation one of the basic elements of the philosophy underlying

UWC's managerial strateg,v is the belief that improvement in the

performance of the business side can in the final analysis be achieved

through the improvement of the people employed. Essentially this means

the development of managerial abilities, knowledge and skills, influencing

their attitudes, altering the environment in which they work, improving the

organisational structure, and developing essential information and

communication systems.

UWC has, therefore, worked out its goals for management development

which are:

i) To achieve high quality suppon personnel

ii) To improve management capabilities

To realise the above goals the following strategies have been developed :

i) the enhancement of middle-management's ability to deal with

conflict resolution;

ii) sending of staff on approPriate training courses;

iii) ensuring consistency of, and soundness in, management

techniques;

The absence of a formal training and development function and the

fragmented training inputs for management development have resulted in

an inconsistent and poorly integrated training and development Programme

with which to address the core strategic competencies of middle-

management (UWC, 1993). However, I-IWC will be required to evaluate

its management development strategies. It is also imperative that a human

resource portfolio analysis be undertaken. A fragmented approach to

managerial devdopment should be something of the past at UWC given the

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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complexities and dl,namics of the university community Development

programmes should be linked to ParticiPadon and realism. An active

diagnostic approach in solving work-related problems is becoming a priority

at LryVC (Redelinghuis, 1995 a).

ln the past middle-management at UWC plaved no Part in developing and

establishing operational standards, in forecasting departmental budgets, and

in definhg the information feedback which would enable them to monitor

their own performance. Although tltev are not directly iruolved in making

strategic choices they are normally in a better position to provide and offer

ideas, information and suggestions which will have a higher probability of

acceptance and recognition. It should aiso be recognised that middle

management is in a tactical position in Strategic Planning since they have

to implement strategy. Due to a lack of empowerment they can either

prevent or prolong its implementation . Gray ( 1986) states that it is widely

accepted that strategic planning involves middle-management, yet many

organisations have done little to prepare them for this kind of role They

normally have to grapple with operational concePts such as strategic

mindset, issue-fonnulation and conflict management. Strategic Planning is

then perceived more as a burden imposed from above mther than a preferred

way to mn units. Middle-managers at IHE should be more pro-active in

their managerial duties instead of adopting a reactive approach characterised

by a sluggish institutional culture. Therefore' the training of middle-

managers in strategic analysis and panicipative skills is of the utmost

importance.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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Hlpothetical statement

Strategic Planning at UWC is not backed bv opportunities for staff

development at the middle-management level. It has not yet structured a

focused training and development programme for its middle-management

corps to contribute efficiently to the challenges facing the university as

described in its Suategic Plan Document.

The purpose of the study

The objectives of the study are: to investigate the unmet training and

development needs of middle- managers within the administrative sector

of [JWC; to determine and recommend what type of programmes should be

established for training and development; and to develop an appropriate

model whereby the training programme can be implemented.

Research Methodology

The research methodology will be a mixture of qualitative and quantitative

methods. Relevant literature concerning management and development in

higher education applicable to the pulpose of this study will be considered.

A questionnaire outlining skill and knowledge areas has been designed by

obtaining information from various sources of literature pertaining to

management skills analysis. (See Annexure B.) The purpose of the

questionnaire was to determine what experience and skills were needed by

middle-managers and how they perceive their role as managers within the

administrative sector of the university. The respondents utilized a 5 point

Likert-type scale ranging from l, indicating most important, and 5 least

important. It covered skill areas such as time-management, communication,

delegation, interpersonal relationships, planning and organising. They were
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also requested to indicate other areas they would like to see included in anv

training programme and to indicate how thev perceive their roles within

their subunits at the university given the changing demands placed on them.

Space was also provided for other toPics not covered. Specific quesdons

were included in the questionnaire to establish certain facts not easily or

readily obtainable via senior or top management.

Data collection and sampling

The questionnaires were circulated to:

i) The Registrar, as Chief Adminisuative Officer, to indicate what

competencies the University expects from its middle-manaSement

core.

ii) AII middle-managers reporting to the executive via senior

management in the following sectors: The Central Administration

(Finance, Committee Administration, Student Administration, and

Personnel), the Library, Computer Cenue, Faculty Administration

and Campus Services (Gardens and Grounds, Campus Protection

Services, Technical Services, Printing and Stores). 2 I managers were

identified. Since the population is small, the questionnaires were

disuibuted to each of these incumbents

Significance of the study

This study can significantly conuibute to the understanding of the training

and development needs of middle-managers at South African universities

in general and UWC in particular. New policies and suategies for training

and development at S A universities in general and UWC could be designed,

especially now that all IHE in South Africa are grappling with the process
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of transformation. The study will also provide insight and information on

the uaining needs and views of middle-managers on how other public

institutions, especiallv in the educational sector, should operationallv be

managed.

Literature review

During the past decades there has been a growth of interest in management,

management development and training in the higher education sector.

Glatter (1972) has suggested that there is a need for a greater degree of

management development at all levels within the education profession in

general. Fietden and Lockrvood (1973) and Moodie and Eustace (1974)

have studied the application of management concepts at IHE in Britain,

The research of Thorpe and Whittington ( 1975) centred on the lack of

specific uaining for university managers in Britain. Their research attempted

to provide information that would help the consuucdon of a course

appropriate for middle managers and to identify weaknesses in management

training programmes. The authors called for more research into training

needs and the expansion of University - specific administrative uaining in

management techniques. St )oh:r and Weathersby (1980) exPlored the

implications of a general management development model derived from

research on developing institutions in the United States. They propose

intervention schemes in t}re developing of managerial systems and the

uaining that should accompany this development. Fortunato and Waddell

( 198 I ) summarise training and development programmes currently

conducted in higher education institutions in America, and provide a sample

of faculty and staff development needs, assessment insuuments, and

questionnaires to assess reaction to uaining presentations, Teater ( I979)

gives an international review of staff development in hiSher education
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indicating the concepts and practices of staff development as perceived in

the different countries, The emphasis is again placed on academic staff and

very tittle is presented on administrative or middle-management

development.

Although research has been done on management and development needs

in the higher education sector the primary focus of the maiority of studies

was on management development and training in the academic side of IHE

and limited to senior management such as Vice- chancellors, Registrars and

Deans of Faculties. While comparative studies of institutions of higher

education are in abundance (lGrr et. al., i97B) there has been little attempt

to develop generalised models for management development activities for

IHE in various national settings (Becher and I(ogan,l980). There is a

reluctance to generalize about management development approaches and

patterns due to the diversity of these institutions within one national

setting. From a historical perspective many new nations have borrowed their

institutional style and formal structures from their colonizing country and

this can limit the generalisation of a particular management development

model to countries of similar origin (Millet, 1978; and Lungu, I9B0). Scott

( 1978) is of the opinion that research in terms of the development needs of

middle-management has been minimal in relation to that of senior and/ or

top level administrators in educational institutions.

It is further emphasized that it is nearly impossible to ascertain the

development needs of middle-management without first understanding what

they do and how they contribute to the institution and its mission. Middle-

management especially at IHE have a very important position although this

is sometimes not recognised. fu the first level of management, it makes a
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very valuable contribution to the way these institutions are managed.

Although research on the role, training and development needs of middle'

managers has been undertaken by persons such as Langdon (1982) Bolt

(1985) and Ludeman (1991), whose primary focus was on middle-

management in the private-sector, similar research has been done for

middle-management and management in general at institutions of higher

education by Thorpe and Whittington (1975), Lungu ( 1980) and McDade

( l9B7). However, this research was limited to IHE in Britain, Zambia, and

the United States of America. Research on the role and uaining and

development needs for middle-management in institutions of higher

education in South Africa in general and at IJVVC in particular, has been

very limited. What has been written mainly focused on the academic side

of the institution. Resources for these studies were mainly based on local or

international seminars or extracts from published literature. (Focus, I994).

Current research on education and uaining at South African universities are

focused on the middle-managers within the acaden ic sphere such as heads

of depanments, or departmental chairs, which form the main component of

the institutions. The training and development needs of administrative

middle-managers in general have been neglected in the past (Kapp, 1995).

Models for Management Development

It is argued that there is now increasing recogrition that MTD needs to be

closely integrated with the needs of the organisation and with the needs of

its employees. There is, to use the language of the Ashridge (1982) a move

away from organisations who adopt a 'fragmented approach', that is to say

a model where training is not linked to organisational goals, to a situation

where training is either more systematically linked to such goals (the
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'formalised approach') or else is so closelv integrated with organisational

needs that it is seen as a necessity for organisational survival (the 'focused

approach'). St. |ohn and Weathersby, (t980) and Burgovne (1988) have

also identified a hierarchy of 'levels of maturitv of organisational

management development' culminating at level 6 where there is strategic

development of corporate management policy on uaining and development.

These hierarchy of levels are:-

* Level I Creation of new programmes;

* Level II Defining long-term direction;

t Level III Delegation of administrative responsibilities

to organisational sub-units;

* Level IV Co-ordination of sub- unit activides, and

* Level VI Strategic planning.

They argue that institutional management uaining and development needs

are likely to change as the insdtution develops structurally within the

various phases. Each management development phase builds on the

developments of the prior phase; each new need is added to the capacities

developed in prior phases. Management uaining and development needs will

become more sophisticated as the organisation increase in capacity and

complexity. Theorists argue that changes in the formal organisation

structure and changes in the appropriateness of different management

practices are closely linked, and that the formal suucture, to a larg" degree,

determines the type of practices that should be implemented at a given time

(Greiner,l972). This approach is particularly relevant to the study of the

management of IHE (Balderston, 1974).
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Organization of the study

The studv will be further organized as follorvs: In Chapter Two conceptual

issues on middle-management will be presented, e.g. its roles and challenges;

its relevance within the current literature on the higher education sector;

and the need for development and uaining at middle-management level will

be discussed. Chapter Three will be the presentation and the analysis of

data. Chapter Four will conclude with summaries and recommendations on

a model for management training and development.

Delimitation of key terms

Higher Education Management

Higher educational management is a field of practice concerned with the

operations of educational institutions such as universities. (Huse, 1979;

Cans, 1990; and |ung, l99l). Management within these educational

institutions is seen as planning, administration, and leadership involving

decisions about the most effective human resources, materials and funds

needed to achieve pre-determined goals and objectives (Powers,l983).

However, it should also be acknowledged that there are maior areas in which

the management of educational institutions of higher education differ

markedly from other organisations. Bush ( l986) identified those areas as:

( I ) defining obiectives; (2) quality control measures ; (3) the presence of

students as the focal point of educational activity ; and (4) a fragmented

organisational and management structure both within, and impinging upon,

educational institutions. Decision-making is strongly influenced by a

plethora of external and internal agencies, groups, and stakeholders. From

within, there are multiple decision points concerning the management of
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institutions of higher education and their sub-units: departments, faculties

and the service sector

Management

Management will be referred to as tlte process of utilizing institutional

resources to achieve specific objectives through the functions of planning,

organizing, leading and controlling (Huse, 1990; I(oontz, I990; Du Brin,

I99l ). The researcher's view in this study will be that management of

IHE, particularly at middle-management level, is not only to ensure tltat the

basic management role and functions are executed with the necessary

professionalism in suppon of the academic function, but to recognize that

the administrative managerial activities and dynamics are pan of a multiple

structure within the institution.

Management Development

Development is a continuous process by which managers, or potendal

managers, acquire the required experience, managerial skills, management

ffaining, and the correct attitudes to function effectively as managers (Van

Dyk, 1992). Management development is therefore a series of processes,

activities, and events in the organization which are designed to improve

performance now and to provide for future management needs.

Mission Statements

Mission statements for institutions represent the highest level of their

philosophical goals aimed at the future. The mission statement describes in

the broadest sense the overall aims of the institution and subunit within it.

A clear statement of a university's mission is important which should be

seen as the comerstone of any planning Process if it is to be effective at
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guiding the universitv in its endeavour. The general accepted mission of

unlversrtles are:

The generation of knowledge and truth through research;

The dissemination of that knowledge through teaching and

publication, and community service (Kast, I986).

Through its mission statement IHE provides all stakeholders with a focal

point for its entire planning and management process.

Managerial levels

Every institution must function on at least three distinct but overlapping

managerial levels, or subsystems, with each level having a somewhat

different managerial focus and emphasis. The three levels are normally: Top

Management, Middle Management and Supervisors. These three levels are

applicable in both private and public enterprises. (Huse, I979; Boone and

Kurtz, 1992). MiddleJevel managers are somewhat more difficult to identify

than other managers, especially in higher education. One indication of

middle -managers is in their specific reporting relationships. Many middle-

level managers have firstJevel supervisors who report directly to them.

Middle management should insure that the worly'service of the institution

is coordinated and integrated with the vision and strategies developed by

top management. AII managers between first level and top management are

middle management regardless of the number of levels (Huse, 1979; Du

Brin, 1992).

In this study the view will be taken that the non-academic sector of IHE

have three management levels. Top Management includes the Vice-

Chancellors, Deputy - Vice Chancellors, Registrars and Deputy-Regisuars

(any positions classified as equal to that of Deputy Registrar will be
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inclusive). Middle-management will be heads of all service departments

who have first level supervisors reporting to them. Thev in turn report to

the Registrar(s) via Deputy Registrar(s).

Management Training needs

Training can be defined as a svstematic process of changing the behaviour

and attitudes of people in a certain direction, and to increase goal

achievement within the organisation (Van Dyk, I992). Training is thus

regarded as the whole range of activities by which a manager acquires or

develop new knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behavioural patterns. It
includes education, instruction, demonstrations, practice and planned

experience (Markwell, 1984). The difference between knowledge, skills and

attitude, required by the task environment and the existing knowledge, skills

and attitudes of the middle-managers constitutes the ffaining need. A need

can thus be defined as ... a discrepancy or gap between the way things "are"

and the way things "ought to be" (Van Dyk et. al., 1992, p.l69)

The ultimate obfective of training and development is to ensure that the

organisation will always have a managerial staff with sufficient skills and

abilities needed to attain present and future organisational obiectives.

Management skills

Managerial work involves using a variety of skills that are important at all

levels within the organisation. Skills can be seen as fob-related competence

that a manager possesses and uses when appropriate. It is a specific

behaviour that results in effecdve performance (Stoner, et. al., 1989; Boone

et. al., 1992). Management skills should not be seen as conceptual, but

rather, as responsive. Skills knowledge is a property of the subconscious

pan of the human mind, rather than being, in any sense, conceptual. It
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takes the form of awareness, which can be acquired only from experience,

not from conceptual learning. A skills development course therefore has to

be a course in awareness (Knight, 1992, p.205).

Management roles

A managerial role is that behaviour pattern expected from a manager within

his social or functional unit in relation to institutional goals and objectives..

Therefore a managerial role should be seen as inherent to the execution of

managerial functions ( Stoner, et. al., l9B9).

Transformation process

Transformation is a fundamental organisational change process for

understanding and improving any and,/or all substantive processes and

structures a institution of higher education may develop for performing any

tasks and pursuing any obiective (Dlamini, 1995).

Strategic planning

Strategic Planning refers to a process of determining future institutional

mission, goals and objectives, and then adopting va-rious action suategies to

implement these obiectives (Boone, et. al.,1992; Du Brin, et. al., 1989).

oo0oo
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CHAPTER TWO

CONCEPTUAL ISSUES

The concept Administration at Institutions of Higher Education

A universitv's organizational structure consists of two components. There

is an academic and a non-academic side. The first consists of the Vic-

Chancellors, academics and students while the latter refers to adminisuative

and other staff. The "administration" is seen as a separate corps from both

the academic and laboratory staff. According to Dunshire ( 1973 ) all

activities that are not teaching or research related are seen as

"administration" by the academic corps. The role of the administration

excludes the enabling functions. It only has to implement the functional and

ar,rxiliarv services deemed necessary by the academic component of the

university under the leadership of the Vice-Chancellor. A.t institutions of

higher education it seems that the term administration is used to refer to a

separate entity, a formal unit in the organizational structure like the libr-

ary and faculties with a specific plan and establishment. A boundary has

been drawn around the administration; not around its component offices or

depanments (Lockwood, t 986).

Authors on higher education (Baldrige et. al., t 978 ; Blau, 1973; Balderston,

1974) also use the term adminisuation in various ways such as the

"Administration have to make a recommendation". The uustees will relyon
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the "Administration to settle disputes." The usage of the concept

administration does not actually indicate what the role and functions of the

adminisuation really are. It seems that persons have their own proverbs of

administration, that is certain beliefs which they bring to bear upon

situations within the institution in an effort to effect explanation and

motive for the way things are done. The whole issue of this misconception

could also be atuibuted to the fact that the functions of administration

appear to be distant from the normal day to day instruction activities of

institutions of higher education. It seems that the concept administration

is more related to activities in which people are engaged at a panicular time.

The Vice-Chancellor, as academic leader, is the chief Execudve Officer of the

academic and administrative side of IHE. The Vice-Chancellor has to

provide leadership to the institution and since the incumbent heads the

administration, the term Administrator has been coined.

Manager versus Administrator in Higher Education

From an examination of views, definitions and arguments from various

authors in the field of management and administration it is immediately

apparent that there are a variety of meanings attached to the term

administrator and manager. Generally, the term manager is used more often

in profit-making organisations, while the terms administrator and director,

are used more widely in government and non-govemmental organisations

such as hospitals, agencies and educational institutions (Huse, I979). It
seems that each sector has its own nomenclature these concepts which one

would assume should be beneficial to a clear demarcation of concepts. This

is not so. The interplay of these two terms in different environmental

settings clouds this distinction between the operational areas of each sector.
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Are the two terms really different? To answer this question it is necessary

to review three schools of thought in the literature for and against the usage

of these terms.

View one: Administrators versus Managers

The first view is that adminisuators fulfill d.ifferent functions from those of

managers within institutions of higher education. The former has to do with

organisational leadership while the latter is found in the lower levels of IHE.

Authors for this view are Gibson ( I 964) Henderson ( 1970) Weatlrersby

(1972) Zaleznik (1977) and Murphv (1984). They view that admini-

strators as organisational leaders or top level executives and their broaden

roles cenue on the determination of institutional goals and providing

direction and leadership. See diagram l.

Viewpoint 1: Administation above
Managem€nt

Diegrao l.
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Gibson ( 1964) and Henderson ( I 970) view the administrator as one who

facilitates the process of teaching, learning and research. He must bring

about the crearive integration of the different groups within the university

in a developing unit to the benefit of the institution. Zalkeznik (1977) and

Murphy ( 1984) are of the opinion that managers in institutions of higher

eduction occupv middle and lower positions and are concerned with

functional and operational issues of means- ends rela-tionships.

View two: Managers versus Administrators

This view is conuary to the one above. Richman and Farmer (1977) and

Dunshire (1973 ) regard managers as institutional leaders executing those

functions as identified by Weathersbv (1972) Zaleznlk (1977) and Murphy

(1984). Management has to do with suategy, innovadon, initiating,

bringing about change, problemsolving and decision-making (Richman and

Farmer I977). Administrators again, actually fulfill lower level routine

clerical functions, which indude the implementation of goals, priorities and

sffategies usually determined by others. See diagram 2.

Viewpoint 2: Administration below
Menrgem€nt

Dagram 2
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Richman and Farmer (1977) are of the opinion that the functions of

administrators tend to be much more adaPdve, passive, and reactive than

management's. They operate in a closed system concept primarily con-

cerned with internal efficienry and operations.

View Three : Administrators equals Managers

This third view regards the terms administrators and managers as

synonymous. Its proponents argue that both refer to the same elements

and functions. Bogue and Saunders ( 1976) rejects the suPPosed difference

in the usage of the terms and argues that:

We believe this to be a false distinction and one not found in the

practice of those who hold responsibility in the field of

adminisuation and management... We do not want wish to generate

unnecessary and unproductive arguments over tJte meaning of the

two terns, since they are frequently used with synonwnous meaning

(Bogue and Saunders, 1976: 14).

See diagram 3.

VlctpoiDa 3r AdDritrisErtior slEoa)DoBs wilt
M|lrgoE.nt d vsrious hisrerchjcd
positioas il tto orgajsatioo.

.dniaiIr.rd.^n r+.n

rdni!ir.ad!r'6.recn

dridirr drorB.n

-!ndl' rdi/6.rr4cE

Noa.: Th. EiEgl.s havc ttoir beses frcilg upwerds
to dlaote tio b,roedcr rclos of top o.magcrs.

Dagraa 3

A'M

A=M

A-M
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fones (1983 ) again argues for the usage of the term management in the

governance of institutions of higher education. He makes a sharp distinction

between management in a wider sense of aims and direction which refers to

academic leadership, and management in terms of techniques and

procedures. ]ones, (I983) and Lungu, (1984) argue that the onlv difference

between adminisuators and managers in institutions of higher education is

the hierarchical position within the organization. The Sapse Programme

Classification Manual ( 1982) in terms of its Institutional Support

Programme uses the term "Executive Management" instead of admini-

suator. Management's primary activities concern the management, policy

formulation, and long range planning of the institution. The over-arching

objective of the executive management should be to :

a)

b)

c)

provide for planning and execudve leadership.

provide for administrative and logistic services.

enhance relationships with the institution's

constituencies.

The terms administrator and manager are used sl.nonyrnously with such

frequency in the current literature that to insist on their difference is rather

unpersuasive. The view taken in this study is that the two terrns are synony-

mous, but that administrators /managers operate at various levels of the

university, and that they do different things.

The debate on the two terms is largely motivated by the fact that officials

designated bv either term in effect are not a homogenous group. They

operate at various levels and in different sections at institutions of higher
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education. Despite differences in levels and departments, admini-

stratorVmanagers play a crucial role in facilitating teaching, learning and

research (Lungu, I 980).

Three major categories of university administrators/managers have been

identified (Thorpe, Fielden and Lockwood, 1973). These are:

i) Academic: Deans of Faculties, Heads of Departments,

Vice- Chancellors, Registrars and their immediate deputies.

ii) Financial: Accountants, Bursars, Planning Officers, Food and

Housing Managers.

iii) Technical: Engineers, Computer Officers, medical and other

technical staff.

These categories are not discrete and they can be subdivided into smaller

groups depending on how the institution is internally organised (Thorpe

and Whittington,I9T5). Although the focus of both adminisuator and

manager within IHE may have changed, many so called administrators

(Vice-Chancellors and Regisuars) tend to devote their time and energy to

operational rather than policy issues and they therefore become fire-

fighters. This behaviour occurs because standard operating procedures often

exist for resolving issues while innovative strategies have to be developed to

decide new policy directions.

Murphy is of the opinion that these administrators:

"fall into the uap" of only dealing with here and now issues

rather than giving adequate consideration to future

contingencies. As a consequence they become "fire-fighters"

ratler than anticipatory leaders (Murphy, l9B4 p. 442.).
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Managerial positions at South African Universities

In South African universities, administrative managerial levels are not clearly

defined. In terms of Sapse's Manual Classification of Penonncl (1982)

universities may classify their staff in various categories in terms of pre-

determined principles. When considering classification both the rank and

status of the established post should be taken into consideration. These

post classifications are inter alia :

Non-Professional Positions (Administrative/Technical and Secre'

tarial employees)

This category is very straight forward and includes all employees who

perform clerical or secretarial duties . The majority of middle- management

positions fall within this categorv at IHE. They are normally heads of

administrative departments such as Residences, Sports, Food Services,

Finance, Student Affairs, Personnel and auxiliary sewices. Universities in

South Africa normally only distinguish between two levels of management

namely, the top management (Executive) level and the Management level

which includes middle-management.

Professional positions (Executive/Administrative/Managerial)

These are professional positions within the institution, who primarily

exercise responsibility for the management of the university, or a recognised

department or subdivision thereof. In tJris category we find Vice-

Chancellors, Deputy Vice- Chancellors, Regisuars, (on occasion the Deputy

- Regisuars depending on whether the university considers this position as

professional or not), University Librarians, Deans, and Heads of academic

departments and institutes.
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The University of the Western Cape

LIWC applies the Peromnes fob Evaluation grading svstem as the guideline

to classifv its various managerial levels . Management levels in terms of this

grading system are : Top Management and Senior Specialists grades I-3;

Senior Management and High level Specialists grades 4-6; Middle-

management, and lower level specialists, Grades 7-9.

The following levels of management have been identified at the UWC:

Rectorate/Executive

These positions are filled by the Vice-Chancellor, Deputy Vice'Chancellors

and Regisuars.

Senior Management

These positions are the Deputy Registrar, the Heads of Finance and Food

Services, Personnel, Campus Services, the Librarian, and t}re Director for

Development and Public Affairs.

Management

The Management level at UWC are Heads of the following administrative

depanments who report directly to one of the Senior Managers above:

Telephone Services, Technical Services, System Development, CamPus

Protection Services, Gardens and Grounds, Spora Administratjon, Printing,

Personnel, Finance, Residences, Food Sewices, End User Support, Student

Adminisuation, Committee Adminisuation, Nature Reserve, and Training

and Development.
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No other positions except the above have been identified as a managerial

level. The university could only distinguish between these three levels of

management and could not identify actual middle-management positions

within its administrative stmcture.

Given the current grading guidelines there are other Positions at the

university that could also be regarded as middle-management since they also

fall within the grade ranges 7 to 9 as indicated above. Positions such as

Faculty Officers, the Admission Officer, and the Examination Officer are

such positions. Since the current grading levels are just guidelines the

university should develop its own guidelines in terms of management

position classification. (See diagram 4).

Managerial levels at IIWC

Vice Chroccllor. Vico-
Rodo.s & Regis.rs

t T

Dlputy R.gisrrrs &
oqud poitiols

I
+

Hoadr of vuious
ssrvice departDffits

Mrddl.lcvcl

t
Otbor staff ir

supervisory c4acity

Dagrao 4.
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Managers in general must assume certain roles in order to accomplish the

different obiectives for which they are responsible, irrespective of the

organisation type in which they operate. The interrelationship and

understanding of their management functions and roles will determine how

successful operations within institutions are executed. However, middle'

management at IHE faces certain constraints in the execution of their

duties.

The role of Middle- Management

Since middle-management within the administrative sector knows more

than was intended, it can actively exert influence within the university

adminisuation in general. The question is: What roles should middle-

management within a university plav? The role of the middle-manager in

IHE is more concerned with the utilization of scarce resources and their

efficient use to achieve goals and objectives that the academic sector deems

desirable (Weathersby,l972). However, Nin,1 and l-ockwood ( 1973) argue

that while actual decision-makng does not fall within the ambit of their

managerial role, it does not mean that middle-management cannot influence

decisions on policy matters. The very nature of the managerial roles and

position provides opponunities to exercise this influence. Decision-making

committees within universities rely on the middle-manager for information

that is both factual and normative in nature. The role of middle

management is therefore an important one. The manager has a uniquely

dual-purpose role to fulfil within a university. Within the purpose, goals

and strategic planning sphere the middle- manager should be seen and

recogaised as:-
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i) the kev link between the unit and the academic structure as well as

between subordinates and others within the university's admini-

strative structure;

ii) the information nerve centre of the specific unit in relation to the

total university structure;

iii) a monitor by continuously scanning the environment to receive ,

collect and collate information. In doing so, (s)he shouid constantly

check whether the unit is operating effectively, internally and

externally, to ensure that possible changes are identified, problems

and opportunities detected, and to determine when information has

to be communicated to other stake-holders, and

iv) an entrepreneur; a person who is innovative, enterprising, and

industrious (Huse, 1990; IGtz and I(han 1978).

Given the challenges S A Universities face in general, and UWC in

panicular, it is important that the role of the middle-manager be recognised

and expandcd for him,/her to act as facilitator, obstacle remover, team

builder and coach as opposed to the tradidonal roles of instructor, planner,

organiser and controller.

Factors that influence the role of middle-management at IHE

The primary task of a university is the dissemination of knowledge and the

fostering of research led by scholars and academics. This professionalism is

best described and organised by an academic ideology known as the

collegium. The collegial system actually consists of two basic components.

The first is the group of independent professional specialists who find in the

institution a realm in which they can exist, study, and actively perform their

search for knowledge. The second component is t}re house'keeping function,
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which exists for the sole purpose of maintaining and supporting the

institution for the professional specialists. The two components are separate

yet disdnct (Rice, I 97I;Lungu, l9B0). Facultv and research personnel share

a value svstem and attitudes about academic status that such a system

induces, They are, as academics, involved in a process of self-governing

through the participation of all scholars in decision-making in the

promotion of educational values, teaching, research and scholarship. (Lungu,

1980). In contrast, the support staff should maintain the organisation for

the benefit of the academe. Decision-making within the academic sector

relies on consensus rather than on a structure of superordination or

subordination. Almost all of the adminisrrative elements in collegial

organisations are established bureaucracies. Duties are fairly well defined

and largely routine in the application of rules and procedures. Rice ( I 971

p.95.) distinguishes the two components as follows.

In order for the collegial organisation to exist, both the technical

and the administrative functions must be performed. The two

functions are performed by separate and independent groups of

people having separate and independent objectives, guided by

separate independent value structures.

Suoup ( 1966) also states that the very word "adminisuation" evoke images

of capricious bureaucratic power bent on choking the groves of academe.

Administrative staff, including those at middle-management level, are seen

as typical civil sewants and therefore cannot share directly in this status

value. Worse still, they are sometimes the victims of academic snobbery and

contempt for bureaucrary (Balderstone, I974). Administrative and

managerial staff are commonly regarded by academics as lowly sub-
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professionals whose proper lob is not to manage the university but to serve

the facultv in their academic pursuit. According to Stroup ( i 966) academic

staff have regarded the rise of administrative staff and their role as

"thwarting" the finer purpose of higher education- Therefore the training

and development of this side of the institution has either been overlooked

or resisted for the same reason. Many conflicts in a university are seen to

stem from a basic difference and interaction between the bureaucratic and

collegial dimensions within the university because, historically, the role of

the university's middle- management was limited to that of a subordinate

supportive status (Lungu, I9B0).

Managers need specialised knowledge of technical skills, the ability to

perform and accomplish specific managerial aspects that are work-task

orientated; apply interpersonal skills to lead, communicate, motivate and

to interact with the workforce and clients; exercise conceptual skills to

understand and communicate the institution's mission, oblectives, and plans

to ensure their accomplishment (IGtz, 1974). Interpersonal and conceptual

skills are critical for middle- managers in their effons to integrate the desires

of top management with the realities faced by supervisors and worKorce

(Huse, 1979: Boone and Kunz, 1992; Du Brin, 1993). In addition, for the

university management environment other skill area groups have been

identified by Arglrris and Cyert (1980). These are peer skills (the ability to

establish and maintain networks); leadership skills (authority, power and

dependence) conflict resolution skills, (mediation, handling of dis-

turbances and working under pressure) and information processing skills,

(collection, evaluation, organisation, and dissemination of information).

These skills are seen as transactional skills required by middle-management.
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Skills rvhich future managers will need rvill be directlv related to changes in

the business side of the educational institution.

Middle-management within institutions of higher education should have

skitls to enable them to be dynamic, flexible, self-reliant, self-starting,

supponing team effon, be able to anticipate and accommodate change, not

afraid to take positions, to take risks and to innovate new poliry directions

and be able to be participatory in the execution of their functions (Mc

Beath, 1994; Fast, I977). Management training and development should

not only focus on the development of skills for maintaining equilibrium,

but should promote change and pioneer new directions within the

institution. De Bono (197I) therfore argues that any training should

stimulate the capacity for transformational behaviour. The development

of managerial skills should also be linked to effectively deal with multiple

issues within the various institutional levels in which middle-management

participate (Rushford and Coghlan, 1987). Programmes should focus on

how people participate in organisations by defining them in terms of tasks

and interventions, thereby providing useful action- skill tools in relation to

individual, group and inter-group behaviour, and combining them with

strategic planning and management. Transformational skills call for

innovative training and developed approaches for middle-managers to

empower them in the context of the institutional strategic issues (Nonaka

I9BB; Davis I982).
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CIIALLENGES FACING SOUTH AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES

South Africa is currently undergoing political and social transformation of

great magnitude. Its new political dispensation is premised on nonracial,

non-sexist democratic ideals. Universities will therefore be dealing with

political problems for some time. These problems are exacerbated by the

post 1994 political dispensation in the country (Dlamini, 1994). These

changes will have far-reaching effects on South African universities in

general, and on UWC in particular. There is a call to democratise IHE and

for open access to all South African IHE . The challenge that the current

uansformation poses is how universities in general, and IJWC in particular,

should respond to it.

In a letter to all Vice-Chancellors of IHE the Minister of National

Education (April, 1995) acknowledges these challenges and supports the

call for transformation when inter alia he stated that:

"the problems of transformation in our institutions of higher

learning are very grave and will persist for some time."

He further stated that it is his duty to

'act as facilitator to ensure that the higher education sector is fully

involved in the development of new policies; governance structures;

admission and personnel policies in line with the national

Constitution and democratic transformation of the country."
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The opening of alt South African IHE will result in the admission of more

historically disadvantaged students. IHE will be confronted with the

demands of a large, politically active student population for a more open

and participatory management structure. While this rvill not necessarilv

have a negative impact, it will require an inordinate amount of effort from

senior [and middle-management] at these institutions (Figali,l996). The

transformational process will result in many traditional management

principles and practices becoming obsolete at IHE. In many areas of

university activity, decision-making structures are likely to change due to the

presence and changing demands of an active and often politically articulated

student body, and other internal stake-holders such as administrative and

academic staff structures. The basic concerns are:

a)

b)

How are the universities governed and managed?

What kinds of budget planning and control systems are in

oPeration?

What results have been achieved, and how are scarce

resources allocated and managed?

How effective and efficient are tJre various educational

proSrammes, policies, systems and procedures in the

adminisuative and academic sectors?

c)

d)

The growing concern for quality management in higher education brings

with it the challenge for universities, and for (JWC specifically to take a

more proactive approach to staff matters such as training and development.

This should be enhanced and linked to institutional priorities. Training has

traditionally been neglected (Schofi eld, I 994).
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In its report to the Committee of Universitv Principals the Ausualian Vice-

chancellors Group who visited S A IHE during 1995 indicated that:

In general the training of administrators {management inclusive}

throughout South African education sector was an area of considerable

concern. An urgent need for training at all levels was frequently raised at

universities (CUP, 1995, p.6.)

The challenge middle-managers within higher educational institutions will

have to face is whether tiey are empowered and skilled enough to

implement these changes effected by the current transformation process.

They will have to be more skilled, experienced, and trained with regard to

basic management functions. In fact, a higher premium will be placed on

their abilities. There will have to be better, tighter, and more creative

management in terms of all available resources. They will have to develop

new attitudes and practices if they are to lead organizational staff into the

twenty first century and give them tlte kind of rewarding and fulfilling work

experience they are being conditioned to expect. When working with people,

they will have to take into account the interests, habits, attitudes, and skills

which, when properly exercised, could lead the staff to new heights of

individual and collective achievement. However, most important is the fact

that all uaining and development programmes will have to take cognisance

of and respect academic life and traditions at IHE.

Managerial Challenges at the (IWC

The managerial problems middle-management face at the university will be

highlighted in five specific areas viz:

- Increaseddecision-makingcompledties;

- Organisationalsuuctureanddecision-making;

- The increasing influence of constituenciest
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Managerial pressure to reduce administrative costs, and

Organisational Culture.

Increased decision making complexities

Since l9B4 t}re enrolment at the university has increased by I I67o from

6772 to 14 655 in 1994. Degrees and diplomas awarded increased from

772 in l9B4 to 2380 in 1994, an increase of 2060/o (Morta, 1993). The

number of non academic employees has increased by I l4o/o from 450 in

I9B4 to 1050 in 1994. Accommodation for students increased from 540

beds in I9B4 to I706 beds in 1994. Service departments increased from 9

general service departments (I984) to l7 specialised sewice departments

(1994). Three new departments, one Faculty and two specialised schools

were established in the period 1984 to 1994. For the past year 480 items

appeared on the Council's and Senate's agenda compared to 230 during

I984. In addition committee meetings attending to various poliry issues

and oversight increased from 57 meetings 1984 to 336 in 1994. During the

same period the unrversity faced labour unrest and collective bargaining

from both academic and non-academic personnel (Vice-Chancellor's Report,

r 989).

The growth, size, and scope of university activities has exacerbated the

decision making complexities for both academic and non- academic

management. Budget cuts , decreased research sponsorship, and the process

of defining the institution's national role and mission were further

complications. These developments have influenced the university's busi-

ness acdvities and are straining already complex activities (UWC,19B4;

r 9Bs ).
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As the scope , size, and activities ofthe university increased , demands from

internal stake-holders increased accordingly. Middle-management's

functions and roles have become more complex. No guidelines from the

executive of the university were forthcoming on how middle-management

should respond to these complexities, both actual and potential in their

operational activities. Managers became fire-fighters in attempting to solve

problems rooted in challenges from the environment, having little time

available to plan, coordinate or develop alternative strategic activities

associated with their operational functions.

Organisational structure and decision-making

Universities have two formal organizational structures. One is a poliry

making structure, which is a key part of a governance system unique to

institutions of higher learning. Because of the tradition of collegiality that

has been built into most governance structures, academic policy issues

progress upward through a series of committees, Faculty Boards and,

ultimately, to Senate and Council for approval (fuce,I97l). Administrative

staff, as coopted members of the various committees, contribute to the

enhancement of decisions taken, by providing information, advice,

alternatives, and their implications. However, once policy is formulated, a

downward organizational flow is responsible for its implementation by the

administering organization. The two distinct but separate organizational

structures present two different types of organizational crrltures within

universities. These cultures influence the type of organizational structure

within, or the dynamics of operations within, the total structure (Rice,

r97 t).
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The adminisuative side of a universitv, normally regarded as the

"Administration", has to implement the functional and auxiliary services

required bv the academic component of the institution. Its role within this

setting is to implement educational plans and obiectives, to organise and

coordinate all efforts, to monitor operations, to provide leadership, and to

facilitate decision- making. The key elements here are the hierarchial system

of management, the size of the university, the flow of information through

the various structures, and the extent to which authority for action is

delegated.

In essence, UWC with its highly centralised administrative authoritv

system, forces decision making up to higher levels. Due to environmental

uncertainty and the increased size and scope of activities, considerable

responsibility for decision making is elevated to the Executive, Senior

Management or Committees. This upward delegation creates the risk of

overloading senior decision- makers and, therefore, retarding the functions

and role of middle-management. As a bureaucracy, tJre university's

administration creates a portion of this complexity which is mitigated by a

high degree of division of labour and specification of expected employee

behaviour through rules and procedures. The use of the latter however, is

limited to activities that can be anticipated, and to which a predictable

response can be identified. It should be noted that as task uncertainty

increases the number of exceptions increases until the hierarchy experiences

overload. Tampering with the organisational structure by creating adJitional

positions to satisfy growth needs, had an inevitable consequence for

performance at the UWC. The university becomes less responsive, flexible

and dynamic because decisions are delayed and co-ordination of various

positions become problematic . Too many levels and positions lead to the
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erosion of authority and responsibility down the line and, this adversely

affect the motivation of employees at lower levels. The role of middle-

management, therefore, became that of spectators rather than a doers,

when the situation demands dynamic action.

However, we should not completely ignore the reality of tl'te work system

experienced by middle-management which shapes their consciousness and

working environment in a significant manner. The universitv must therefore

employ new design suategies. Middle-management can contribute to tie re-

engineering of activities since they are directly responsible for operational

management and service rendering within the university.

Increasing influence of constituents

As the scope and character of the university has changed during the last

decade, so has the interest of others in its role, mission, strategies and

activities. (IWC witnessed a sigrrificant increase in the number of

employees, academic and non-academic, covered by collective bargaining

agreements. The increasing influence of these employee unions in their

quest for democratisation impinged on the role and functions of middle-

management. Thus, after nearly a decade, industrial relations within the

administrative sector are still not on a sound footing. The IR department

contextualised Industrial Relations and the role of middle-management as

follows:-

To date IR practice circumvented or deferred IR problems within the

working relationship. Workers as well as management, individuals

and constituencies, are not empowered or compelled to resolve their

relationship problem. Furthermore, the insufficient level of IR

experience and competence of middle-management in resolving
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relationship and disciplinary problems within departments creates a

reliance on a specialised function such as industrial relations

(Coetzee, 1995 p.3.).

Students on the other hand request the transformation of structures,

procedures and processes so that they are more transparent in the interest

of democrary (UWC, 1995). A balance of interests amongst the various

constituencies is of utmost impoftance in achieving the university's mission

and goals. Middle-management within the university have an important

contribution to make in the challenge of fostering positive relationship

between constituents. The growth of the university will generate new

stakeholders, new supporters, and special interests. This change in the

campus worKorce will weaken the influence of traditional constituents

such as senate, faculty, and the administration.

Pressure to reduce administrative costs.

Since becoming autonomous in 1984 state subsidies to LIWC have fallen

continuously during the following five years culminating in a 527o slash in

the amount due in 1989. This made LIWC the worst hit university in the

counuy in respect of state funding. For the period 1985-1989 subsidy cuts

averaged 2l.l.o/o and in 1989 when the national subsidy cut was set on a

25%t avenge, UWC's subsidy was cut by 527o (LIWC, 1989). The source of

some of the financial pressures LIWC faces can partly be traced to the

schools unrest in 1985 when thousands of matriculants did not write their

examinations, leading to a drop of almost I 000 students in UWC's

enrolment. The state subsidy formula based its calculation of funds for a

particular year on the enrolment figures two years previous to the year of

funding. Thus the UWC funds for l9BB were based on t}re low enrolment
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of 1986. In I9B9 the grorrth factor, a major component of the subsidv

formula, was disregarded in determinig the allocation of funds. For the

1990s UWC's subsidy was effectively cut by 3 60lo as all universities were

allocated an amount of 670 more than the i 989 figure in which the all

important growth factor was arbitrarily disregarded and became the basis

for the 1990 calculation (UWC 1988; l9B9;199O, l99I). For the period

l9B4 to l9B7 the unit cost per student increased by 31.4% from R4 606

to R6 053 (Vice Chancellors Report, tgBB). The annual student debt for

unrecovered fees rose from R9m in 1994 to R26m at end of 1995. For the

period 1984 to 1994 unrecovered fees amounted to Rl4m (Financial Mail,

22 December, 1995).

UWC's financial constraints are not all of its own making; they are the

result of reduced state-funding, fluctuations in student numbers, the

enrolment of students from disadvantaged communities , the application

of an inappropriate subsidy system, and limitations on its fundraising poten-

tial. Therefore, the university had no choice but to apply measures to

manage the institution as effectively as possible. It froze vacant academic

and non-academic posts, and out-sourced the operations of the Student

Centre and certain service departments. Irrespective of these measures, the

student enrolment drastically increased every year, placing a burden on

both the academic and non-academic sector. The student staff ratio

increased from l:19 in 1985 to l:33 at the end of 1995. Middle-

management had to render the same quality of service to an increased

student population with operational budget and staff cuts. Although the

university closed its books at the end of 1993 with an operating surplus in

the General Fund, this was due to an increased government subsidy in

1992. However, salaries have increased by 22%. This represents 68% of the
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The continued rise in the volume and complexitv of administrative

transactions exacerbates the trend. The combined pressure of retaining

academic programs while holding the line on tuition fees and other indirect

expenditure are forcing the university to tdm administrative costs

aggressively. In the present periods of financial constraint very limited

opportunities are created to empower middle-management with the

necessary skills to enable them to manage their operations more effectively.

Organization Culture

An organisation's culture is particularly relevant to managers because it
establishes consuaints upon what they can and cannot do. Culture controls

t}re manager. As it gains suength this culture becomes pervasive impacting

on the managerial function. All managerial activities are culturally in-

fluenced and biased to an unknown degree. There is no such thing as a

culture-free concept of management (Robbins,I993). Coetzee (1995) and

Morta (1994) are both of the opinion that UWC managers have to deal

with a work environment characterised by poor work performance,

adversarial relationships, mistrust, alienation, low morale and commitment,

toul expenses from the General Fund. This high proportion of salary

increases has a significant effect on the overall operating costs of the

universitv. Supplies and sen ices on the General Fund increased by 3 I % in

relation to the previous year (UWC,l994). Therefore, administrative and

support costs place a high burden on the university's annual budget. The

administrative structure of the university is particularly labour intensive

with concomitant cost disease in terms of institutional rules and

procedures. The cost disease is reflected by the rising trend of salaries and

wages indepenendy of improvements in productivity.
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entitlement, suspicion and unreasonable exceptions. Like all organisations,

universities possess a culture which is not incidental to, nor separate from

t}re structural elements of the organisation, but separable only conceptually

(Clark,l9B0). This different levels of structure creates distinctive forms

of culture that are sustained and protected.

The cultural dilemma university managers face penains to the admini-

strative, academic and student sub-structures. In essence, greater

administrative control over academic inputs leading to tighter bureaucratic

regulation must result in as ultimately stifling academic autonomv

(Balderstone, I 989). Consequently greater $,rnbolic separation between

the academic and administrative sectors at IHE could develop. Managers

should have insight into what university culture can or cannot do, for the

academic side. This could provide knowledge indispensable to a better

appreciation of cooperation in managing the university.

Organisational culture clearly affects the behaviour of organisational

members and the institution's ability to function effectively, to meet

institutional needs and demands, and to cope with the external

environment. Management training and development programs should

therefore also focus on maintaining and nurturing the desired and desirable

organisational culture and climate (French, I 990).

Suggested response of middle-management

At the UWC a heightened demand for consultation and participative

management exists. There is a need for middle-management to be sensitive

and responsive to the demands of their changing environment. They will

have to accept that environmental factors will always play an important role
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in goal attainment, especially the changing values and ideals of the

communitv thev serve. Redelinghuis ( 1995 a) is of the opinion that at UWC

management in general will have to adjust and adapt pro-actively to

environmental turbulence which frequently assails the university.

More crucially middle-management will have to approach these changing

demands by adopting a stakeholder viewpoint. They need to be sensitive

and accommodative of the views of all interested groups. They should

themselves re-define their "public role" and how they should interact with

the rest of the UWC community. In the eyes of the broader university

community the primary role and functions of middle-management will

revolve around sewice delivery and the quality thereof. Given the various

needs and expectations of this community it becomes imperative that, inter

alia, the following should be revisited:-

i) accessibility and enhancemenVimprovement of service

delivery;

ii) effective utilization of resources;

iii) capacity for poliry development and co-ordination, and

iv) management of change within the institution.

Middle-management will have to develop a systems thinking approach

within sections which is aimed at creating a more holistic and dynamic

understanding of the institution. Middle-management should exercise

innovative and creative leadership skills in managing multi-cultural teams

who are committed to quality as a philosophy. It also requires middle-

management to exercise transformational leadership in implementing

changes, empowering team members and Sving them geater

participation in the management process and, therefore, to become agents
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of change (Redelinghuis, 1995 b). To face these challenges manaSement

skills development will also have to undergo dramatic change. The shift

should be awav from traditional skills (control, planning, and power and

authority). New skills should be developed to meet the changing demands

from the university's environments. Traditional skills will still be necessary

as pillars for effective management but traditional management practices

should be combined with contemporary leadership skills (facilitating,

teamworking, coaching and mediating). Moreover, t}te current managers

should be able to balance the old with the new. The main task of middle-

management still remains the provision of efficient and quality support

servlce

The importance of management training and development at

the university

fu an institution of higher learning UWC should at the same time become

a learning organisation. Within its historical and operational context it

should create capacity to manage its intemal and external environment with

sophistication. Staff development, which includes managerial training and

development, should form part of the total organisational development

strategy and its potential as a catalyst for initiating change and sustaining

the institution. At present the university is being challenged in a changed

political and financial climate. This situation is making unprecedented

demands on the direction and quality of management and it requires at all

levels, the creation of capacity to manage in a much more self-conscious

way. The university should combine organisational development strategies

with focused management training and development programmes, Thus,

strategies for organisation development generally include structural or

procedural modifi cations along with growth-producing experiences. Positive
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change results from new combinations of human and structural variables

that are consistent with goals of both the organization and the individuals

within it.

Throughout the literature, the s)...rnbiotic relationship between individual,

organisational and group needs are stressed (Kurpius, l9B0; Mable, et. al.,

I980; Tripp, 1977). For example, fuchardson (1975) oudined six stages of

organization development beginning with individual and small group

learning experiences, but including such processes as analysis and revision

of administrative and governance structure and establishing goals and

priorities for the institution. Regardless of how lavish the budget or exciting

the activities provided for staff development, Richardson insists that

changed behaviour by management will not occur unless the institutional

environment and its governance procedures support the concept of a

community in which everyone gows and leams. Staff development, which

includes management development, tien, is not merely a matter of exposing

people to new ideas and experiences. To be effective it must be conceived

and implemented in terms of the desired development of the organisation.

Enhancement of individual performance must be integrated with the

institution's needs and goals. The process of organization and management

development ideally culminates in self-directed and continuing "renewal

activities" collaboratively designed by organization members. It is important

for all staff to have a shared vision of what the university stands for and to

develop a sense of organisational allegiance alongside collegiate lt yalties.

Managerial development can play a key role in the ensuing processes of

organisational change and development. To manage the environment

requires innovation. Training and development are therefore extremely

important for managerial staff to develop competencies for new assign-
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ments encouraged by the current organisational transformation process

rvithin UWC. The universitv needs to develop new capacities if it is to take

full advantage of new environmental opportunities, or to manage problems

and difficulties effectively. The university should become a learning

organisation in order to manage and to make effective use of the available

people skills which are their main resource. Effective management of the

institution should integrate goal setting, development, review and leadership

in a way that is sensitive to the academic context and culture, to the nature

of academic work, and to the motivations and values of support staff

(Lonsdale,l 990).

ooOoo
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CHAPTER THREE

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA.

The purpose of the study is to identify middle-management training and

development needs at UWC and to recommend which types of programmes

should be established for the training and developing of its middle-

managers in realising the objectives as described in its Suategic Plan

Document.

Collection of data

Of the 2 I questionnaires distributed to the various adminisuative sewice

sectors, l9 (907o) persons returned the questionnaire. In addition, 7 persons

requested interviews to share their views on Training and Development at

the university. The data obtained was analysed using the Standard

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences .

Analysis of data

Although 80% of the respondents in middle-management positions indi-

cated having a formal qualification, only 3.7.% have a formal academic

qualification supported with a management training base. These quali-

fications include degrees such as B.Com. and B. Admin. Only 2.7.96 hed

related professional qualifications such as B Sc and B Compt degrees.

Despite this high percentage of formal qualifications, 40% of middle-

managers responded positively, and 60% negatively to the question on

whether they attended a basic management training courses since 
f 
oining the

university. Of the 40% who attended such basic management courses only
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4696 attended further management skills training courses. However, the

further management training courses ranged from I to 7z day workshops

and which included courses such as Communication Skills, Team Building,

Computer Literacy, and Strategic Planning. Although 467o indicated that

they could apply these skills to a limited degree within their working

environment, no real oppoftunities were creared to apply the skills learned

in the absence of evaluation mechanisms such as a Performance Evaluation

Management System. Of the respondents, 86% indicated that an Individual

Development Programme (IDP) should be designed to suit their own

training needs.

Table 2

7o Yes o/o Nonse toRes

20

60

54

60

54

55

0

nla

n/a

n/a

l4

20

20

33

40

86

80

100

80

40

46

40

46

45

0

I . Formal academic qualifications.

2. Attended basic management courses.

3. Attended further management skills

training.

4. Other training Programrnes attended'

5. Training needs met.

6. Applied skill in workplace.

7. Shoncomingss, in programmes

8. Accept responsibility for T & D

Self

The University

Both

9. Interest in Individual Development

Programme.

10. GroupTraining Programmes to be

developed.

u Re onal co-o erationinT&D
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These respondents also indicated that the IDP programmes should be in

line with UWC's strategic plan. The development of the individual can onlv

be realized when the University has an adequate and relevant T& D

programme that will enhance the acquiring of relevant managerial skills.

2oo/o of the respondents indicated that they should personally accept

responsibility for their T& D programme. Thev indicated that theY are

responsible for their own T&D and should take ownership & accountability

for it. In contrast, 337o indicated the university should accept such

responsibility, to ensure continuity of an official service. 40olo indicated that

both managers and the universitv should take responsibility for such T&D.

One respondent stated that it is important that the individual attempts to

improve, but the employer should also provide the incentive for uaining

needed to perform these functions more effectively. The employer should

invest in both in uaining and the human resources.

Managers also agreed that group traini;rg programmes should be offered to

enhance internal managerial teamwork and that educational institutions

within the region should establish ioint training programmes. On the

question of factors that hamper their T & D activities as managers, the

responses may be summarised as follows:-

Due to an entrenched culture of minimum effort and non-

controversy, middle-management is viewed as passive, felt powerless,

having limited space to initiate or, mediate the management of

change . They were fairly critical about the lack of:-

i) performance and reward orientation activities;

ii) accounubility at the various levels;
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iii) coordination across functional units, and

iv) the absence of teamwork and lateral relations university wide.

This can only be attributed to the lack of commitment bv the university to

develop and enhance the skills and abilities of its middle-managers in line

with its SPD.

During interviews the managers also stated that the obiectives of uaining

and development should be to focus on, and to give them a much better

understanding of the various cultures within the university setting. It would

be useful to compare these cultures with others in terms of the autonomv

they cede to the service sectors, It would also be necessary to impress upon

Senior Management the need to take advantage of that autonomy if tJrev are

going to be successful within a university culture. They should use uaining

and development as a vehicle for cultural change.

A number of managers referred explicitly to the role of T& D in changing

the culture of the university, towards developing a more participative

management style, and in improving quality of service. One of the

interesting things envisaged for the university by middle-management is

the downward decenualisation and devoMng decision-making powers . The

traditional way of training our managers should be replaced by one which

trains them as businessmen. To be trained to think strategically and see

things on a broad scale is absolutely vital. Anotier mentioned that:

We need to come to terms with the up-grading of the calibre of our

management worKorce. Although we have already started at a slow

pace , we still have some way to go. Sometimes, there exists a simple

shortfall in basic management skills such as the low levels of
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interpersonal skills in particular. Even if one sets up a system,

people may not have the personal skills to carry it through. Talking

through the management tasks in hand is foreign to some of the

respondents. T & D should not be fragrnented but rather integrated

into the business strateSy. If not, it raises all sorts of difficulties

because it means middle-management have to think things through

without having a pretty clear view of the optimal suategy of

implications , and how it all hangs together.

Ranking of training needs

An analysis of column A in terms of the I I maior skills and knowledge

areas that will be helpful to managers in comparison to that indicated on

behalf of UWC is indicated in Table 3.

Table 3

Ranking of training needs (Middle' Management)

' tndicating a tie(s)

RankTrainin and skill develo ment area.

A&BB

t2

6

t4

20

4

40

60

73'

65

53'

47*

47'|

24

53'

60

76

73*

73',

53

47

33

27

20

I3

0

86

76

73'*

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

t1

2

3

I

5

4

6

7

2

J

II
9

10

8

I. Goal setting and developing action

plans.

2. Performance APPraisal and

reviews.

3. Challenge and Motivation of

staff.

4. Time management.

5. Face-to face communication.

6. Cost cuttinS measures.

7. Budget manaSement.

8. Presentations.

9. Selection Interviews.

I0. Written communication

I I. Coaching and training.

@ @
@ I @

86I

\,{/i",1: l\,] id,1]F- \,'1,ne oement.
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The first six skill areas indicated bv both UWC and middle-management is

comparable although the ranking differs. Both agreed that Goal-setting and

Developing action plans are the first training priority. Performance

Appraisal is ranked 2nd by middle-management and 5th bv UWC. Budget

management is ranked 3rd by LIWC while it has been ranked 7th bv

middle-management . Cost cutting measures are again ranked 2nd by LIWC

and 6th by middle-management.

In column B managers rvere requested to indicate what other additional

topics should also form pan of a T&D programme . In comparison with the

rankings in Column A, Training and Coaching scored llth while it was

ranked Ist in column B. Written communication scored lOth in column

A and 2nd in column B.

An interesting fact emerged across tie various service sectors during the

analysis. There was consensus on the skills and abilities needed. The

following skills area consistently appeared to be ranked most important: goal

setting and the development of action plans, performance appraisal and

reviews, challenging and motivating staff.

When the rankings in column A and B were combined selecting those

additional programme not indicated in column A, the data initially

presented changed the ranking order . Skills that were ranked least

desirable in Column A, such as face-face and written communication,

coaching and training becomes important sklls required. Thus using the
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combined responses in both columns, training areas devised should focus

on the following areas of priority to implement the Strategic plan:

God setting and the development of Action Plans

The focus of these programmes should be to:

Teach middle- management the skill to setting realistic goals

and standards, define performance requirements, and to

develop action plans for achieving and controlling

performance.

Performance Appraisal and Reviews

The focus of this programme should:

Teach middle- management the skill of appraising perfor-

mance objectively and to conduct regular constructive

performance reviews with subordinates.

Challenge and Motivation of Staff

The focus of this programme should:

Teach middle-management how they can challenge and

motivate subordinates with the purpose of increasing their

iob satisfaction and develop a successful team spirit.

Time Management

The focus of this programme should:

Teach middle-management the skill to manage time of self

and others effectively by prioritizing tasks, controlling

interruptions, and measure time effectively.

I

2

3

4
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Communication: Face-face

The focus of the programme should :

Teach middle-management the skill of communicating

effectivelv in interface situations with subordinates, peers,

superiors and clients.

Cost cutting Measures

The focus of this programme should:

Teach middle-management the skill of cutting costs through

method improvement, work simplification or re-allocation,

flow-charting and the analysis of procedures.

Furthermore, it does not mean that, since the other needs are not

emphasized by the management corps of the universitv, they should be

excluded from any training programme, but that they rather should be seen

as complementary programmes to be included in the design of T & D

courses

Role perception

Mintzburg, ( 1973) argues that managers have three major functions that

can be associated with several specific roles. These are managing

interpersonal relationships that are associated with the roles of figureheads,

liaison officers and supervisors . Managing information is associated wit}l

the roles of monitor, disseminator and spokesperson, while decision making

is associated with the roles of innovator, disturbance handler, resource

allocator and negotiator. Middle-management's perception of their roles is

indicated in Table 4.

5

6
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TABLE 4

Management Role Perception

I

Their role perceptions ranked in priority are:

Leader

Motivating, guiding, and developing subordinates through

uaining and coaching, and rewarding employees.

Entrepreneur

Searching for new business opportunides and planning

new activities for performance and method improvement.

Information Disseminator

Transmitting information to subordinates through meetings,

memoranda and reporu.

2

3

Role perception Rank o/o

l. Leader

2. Entrepreneur

3. Information Disseminator

4. Liaison

5. Spokesperson

6. Monitor

7. Negotiator

B. Figurehead

9. Resource allocator

10. Disturbance Handler

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

r0

87

80

60

57

55

53

33

29

28

25
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Liaison

Maintaining contacts with persons outside their chain of

command through meetings, group discussions with peers,

colleagues, clients and external suppliers.

Spokesperson

Transmitting information to persons or groups outside the

workgroup through meetings, and briefings on behalf of the

work-unit.

However they do not perceive their roles to be:

l. Monitoring

Seeking and obtaining information through verbal and written

conlnluntcatlon

2 Negotiating

Negotiating with employees, clients, external suppliers, and

the unions in terms of labour and salary negotiations,

Figurehead

In activities that entail ceremonial or legal duties.

Resource dlocating

In deciding which unit gets what and how much of the

resources.

Disturbance-handler

In taking corrective actions on problems or pressures such as

strikes, material shortages, personal conflict, and resolution.

The five perceived roles selected by middle-management include those of

leader, enuepreneur, liaison, information disseminator and spokesperson.

4

5

4

5
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As a result of their position and responsibilities, middle management

performs several integrative roles. Each of the three functions inherent to

the managerial role should be seen as complementarv rather than in

isolation of each other. What is disturbing in terms of role perspective is the

low priority given to the roles of disturbance-handler, negotiator and

resource allocator. It seems that the respondents do not want to become

involved in disputes of any nature nor in human resource management.

This could be attributed to the fact that human resource management,

especially employee relations and conflict resolution activities, are viewed

as a traditional staff function that should be performed by the Human

Recources Department, not by the middle-managers themselves.

To show leadership and entrepreneurial skills, requires that middle-

managers perform the decision -making roles during change management,

non-routine disturbances and interpersonal conflict. Another decision-

making role is that of resource allocator in which the managers parcel out

the unit's resources through a series of decisions on how members of the

unit will spend their time, materials and funds. Managers are also

negotiators for important decisions on behalf of their units involving

persons inside and outside those units.

This role perception was primarily given in terms of their own functional

area and more data should be collected on how they perceive their roles in

the larger systemic context of the university.

oo0oo
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CHAPTER 4

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

Summary

The purpose and scope of this study was to identify those training and

development needs of middle-management which would nurture and

lubricate administrative suppon sewices in facing the challenges rvithin the

university as visioned by UWC in its Strategic Plan Document (SPD).

Middle Managers have a cmcial role to play within educational institutions.

They have to ensure that activities within the institution are co-ordinated,

employees act responsively and responsibly, and that the oqganisation is able

to generate creative alternatives to the challenges it faces. LfWC clearly

states in its SPD the expectations they have for middle managers within the

overall management of the institution. An important objective is the need

for a wdl trained middle-management co1ps. However, strategies to reach

this objective have not yet been worked out. The information obtained

confirms that LIWC has not yet created opportunities for staff development

at the middle- management level, and has not yet stmctured a focused

training and development programme for its middle-management corps.

Some findings of this study carry relatively simple messages while others are

indicative of the complexity of the total training and development needs at

UWC. Thus one of the clearest messages coming across fiom the study is
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that more T & D is needed over ali topic areas in management but,

particularly at middle-level management .

The main findings which have emerged are that :*

A dire need exists for training and development activities ;

The maiority of managers have not attended even basic manage-

ment skills training programmes since joining the institution.

Managers do have technical and /or occupational skills that have

brought them into managerial positions but, they now need broader

managerial skills and vision to apply within the Strategic Planning

Framework.

There are blockages to be overcome or circumvented in the pursuit

ofa focused integrative T &D strategy.

The managers need to have role clarity in terms of what is expected

of them in their job environment. When managers perceives tJreir

role theoretically, whilst not appreciating managerial obiectives, or

its scope of responsibilities, role strain and ambiguity can be

experienced. This can have a detrimental effect on the delivery of

efficient services.

Middle-management do not see themselves being limited to

maintenance activities within their functional areas of planning,

directing, coordinating, supervising and related activities.

* Since this data has been analysed, Strategic Planning sessions and T & D needs

analysis have been held. This repon does not deviate from the findings and
validates the data presented.(Compare T&D report submitted during December
l99s)

I

t-

!
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They want to be involved in entrepreneurial activities that promote change,

innovation, growth and matters relating to the implementation of growth

and change. More specifically, they recognise that :

The training and development process should be placed in

a larger process of organisational development;

Training and development should be integrative and

there should be linkage betrveen the institution,, and its managers

in training and development.

Training and development has the potential to affect organisational

climate positively, to facilitate the creation of more particiPative

structures, to devolve responsibiliry more effectively, and to enhance

the capability to be effective in a changing environment.

There is a need for recognising the imponance of customised training

of both the individual and the institution. This should be clearly

linked to a clear preference for esteblishing personal and team

development, regional cooperation plans, performance reviews, and

aPPraisals.

The overall needs of middle-management training and development

can easily be matched with those skills and knowledge areas the

university wishes its managers to master in terms of its SPD.

I

I

I
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Recommendations

From a historical perspective, change within the university was more

focused wrthin the academic sector rhan in its administrative structures .

UWC has developed various stages of organisational growth without

preparing and developing its managers for each stage of the growth.

Therefore, the models as identified by Weathersby (1980), Burgol,ne

(1988) and Ashridge (1987) should be taken into consideration rvhen

designing a specific model at the universiry. Historically the training that

was offered was more formalised, or fragmented without any true strategic

focus on the demands generated by the academic sector of the institution.

The university has now reached the development stage where there is

'strategic planning and development' of overall managemenr and gover-

nance of the institution. However, without the necessary skills and

competencies middle-managen will not be able to cxeorte the variorrs tasks

expected of them in a competent manner. Due to the time and financial

constraints accompanying T & D a more innovative model needs to be

designed to enhance managerial training and development at L[WC.

A model for management training and development

One of the aims of this investigation r,r.as to identify the type of training and

development programmes UWC should undenake to implement its goals

and objectives set out in its SPD for its middle-managers. Although there

are various models to apply in designing training and development

programmes, the choice of the model will be determined by the situation

within the organisation , or it may be necessary to adapt these models to

suit the organisation's needs.
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Therefore a fusion model for training and development is proposed as

depicted in Diagram 5. The basis of this model is :
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The development of functional skills and specific compe-

tencies

These are skills and competencies that have to do with general

management and strategies, such as planning, goal setting, moti-

vation, leadership, performance management , communication and

consultation.

The promotion of self-understanding and self-actualization

To assist individual managers in increasing their level of awareness,

autonomy, self-reliance, and to refine personal value systems.

Facilitation of interaction with colleagues, peers, and associates

The exchange of ideas, team building and staff interdependence;

giving and receiving feedback, promoting positive attitudes and

sensitivity towards others, sharing information about the

organisation, and enhancing intemal communication.

Exposure to innovative training and development issues

Encouraging proactive service and programme development and

active responses to university-wide issues.

Allowing for professional gro&th, development and renewal

Developing a professional style, enhancing commitment,

accountability, and self -esteem; preventing bumout; offering new

challenges as well as opportunity for reflection and reassessment.
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Conveying theoretical and phitosophical knowledge

This enhances understanding the rotal higher education sector

through lectures and discussion of issues in the tertiary education

sector and society by professionai associations and consultants.

Advocacy for the model

Managerial development is an educative process thar consists of a

combination of training programmes and practical experience. It

should cover a rvide range of relet ant knorvledge, skills and attitudes

through which a person is prepared over a long period. The

application of this model is designed to serve long as well as short

term training needs of middle-management.

The shon term objective is to teach managers management skills,

abilities and attitudes through practical experience and self-learning,

The long term obiectives in rerms of the model would be to align

managerial skills and capabilities in accordance with future business

challenges facing the university. The content of managerial

development programmes will have to relate specifically to the

university's vision, its operating strategies as well as its immediate

short and long-term obiectives.

Immediate short term objectives for T & D

A core management training competency should be determined

and for this purpose it should be Performance Management whereby

key result areas are managed. Performance Management can play an
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important paft in managerial training and development and therebv

create a combined opponunity to enhance the abilities, experience,

and knowledge of middle-management.

Performance Management is about getting better results from rhe

orgenisation, the teams and individuals by ensuring that every employee's

contribution is directed towards achieving the aims of the business. Effective

management performance is the key to the universiry's ability to gain and

maintain competitive advantage. When guidelines for Performance

Management are offered and evaluated the other management competenry

areas such as planning, goal-setting, motivation, coaching techniques (to

rectify actions ) should be fused into this core programme. These

programmes become "windows" into the functional area of management.

The learning activities can vary from lectures to competency based

rvorkshops. hcture based activities can be developed by using available

resources within the university. A series of lectures for each programme

should be devised in such a way as to ensure thar appropriate areas of

knowledge development are not neglected. A leaming contracr should be

developed in terms of Perfomrance Management whereby managers apply

some elements of certain lecture topic areas at greater depth and length

within their organisational units.

In addition to the development of skills and knowledge that the leaming

conuact process* itself has important implications for the development of

participants' ability as managers to set and realize appropriate obiectives.

' The whole process and principles of adult leaming should also be taken into
consideration
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It assists participants to develop skills in self-assessment and in manage-

ment of their orm leaming and career development.

The workshop will facilitate team developmenr through active member

participation that provides support and resourcing to each other. Parti-

cipants gather information from their workplace on specfic topics or lecture

related topics. This is discussed and analysed within the workshop setting.

It is important that these activitites be designed in a way that provides

opportunitiess for practice for managers to optimal develop their skills.

Workshop activities should not only create awareness and understanding,

but should develop competencies that are needed to fulfill managerial

functions effectively. Bellis (1993. p 27.) confirms that:-

Even the training programmes that claim to

incorporate and sometimes provide learning

opponunities, which apparently take place without

specified formal instruction or set of pre-determined

material, tend to end in a mechanistic and mandatory

application process.

Limitations and constraints

The application of this model will only be successfirl if there is commitment

by the managers in making the enterprise succeed. Anything less will create

opportunity for members to develop a "wait and see" attitude. Studying

their own processes and evaluating their own performance are two acrivities

w'hich for managers never end, but persist in team development. Team-

building cannot occur without joint programmes. Face to face interactions

amongst members is important to relate to each other as a group.
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Participanu should practise the output of workshops and lectures on a daily

basis. A continuous process of diagnosis, action plans, implementation and

evaluation, should be in place. The onlv rvav to overcome these constraints

is to design and implement at the university a performance appraisal

system to evaluate and adjust performance appropriately.

Advantages of the model

This model has the following potential advantages

a) Raising managers' level of intelpersonal and organisarional

effectiveness, and helping others to increase their awareness of the

processes of communication, interpersonal feedback, problem

solving, leadership styles, decision making and goal seuing.

Clari$r goals and defining role functions.

Improving managerial skills as effective managers, communicators,

and organization facilitators.

Creating a system in which the needs and desires of individual

managers can be realised in an organisational context.

Helping each other to consider, understand and manage change

within a strategic plan.

Developing awareness of one's present state, of how atritudes affect

behaviour, and experimenting with behaviours, leaming new

behaviour pattems appropriate to one's situation , and /or ensure

consistenry in managerial practice.

Managers may become effective "managers of change".

b)

c)

d)

e)

0

c)
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For both lecture and rvorkshop activities the following six broad categories

of programmes can be identified for managements training and develop-

ment needs at the university:

Competency Management (Basic Management Skills)

Planning and Problem-solving

kadership and Motivation

Performance appraisal

Financial Management.

Human Resource Management.

These core fusion areas should address the common problems middle-

managers face and give them the training necessary to be active participanrs

in suategy implementation and to use these skills corectly to the benefit of

the university. Through continuous feedback the value of the various

programmes may be assessed.

Feedback is the crucial mechanism to alter or improve the training

programmes. Various feedback mechanisms can be used to collect the

necessary information required. Combining this with the proposed Ieaming

activities will lead to a better transfer of leaming of organisational

situations and to link actions with leaming. Where managers do not

perform effectively wittrin their unit an individual development programme

may be designed to fit the needs of the individual managers. A time-frame

should be established by IIWC to have the fusion model implemented,

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Long term Obiectives for T & D

Managerial competencies such as people (comrnunication and supervision)

and task (administrative and cognitive) handling can be developed through

training programmes. Other managerial qualities such as leadership and

values will be hard to modify through training Programmes and coaching.

Training and development need to be integrated with other intervention

suategies such as organisation development. Managers need to keep up to

date. Since progress may be rapid, training and development should be

aligned accordingly. Continuous training and development should become

an integral part of managerial rvorking life. Further training and

development programmes linked to specific and general strategic areas

identified in terms of problems and challenges the university experiences,

should be offered within a broader societal perspective. Areas such as

performance improvement, preparing for changing task demands and roles,

increasing lnowledge, developing attitudes, and responding pro-actively to

emerging technology and environmental changes are all challenges which

the academic institution will have to face.

These core programmes could address

Challenges facing higher education (National and

intemational).

Managing human potential within IHE ( Teamwork).

Financial management within IHE.

Managing infomration and technology within IHE.

Managing change and development within IHE.

I

I

I

T
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Managing for outcomes: strategic and institutional planning.

(It should include aspects such as quality control, quality

management and assessment.)

Other suppon programmes should include stress management, personal

development, inter-group management, and other functions that need

improvement over time. In comparison with other traditional models for

management training and development the Fusion Model differs as follows.

Diagram 6

TRADITIONAI VERSUS FUSION MODEL FOR TRAINING AND
DEYELOPMENT.

I

TRADITIONAL FUSION.

l. Approach: Fragmented: Focus
on Individual organisational
units .

2. Educational: need for well
educated, broad based
manaSers.

3. Primary focus: Individual
effectiveness

4. Analysis of positions:
Competencies required

5. Training Programnres
attended via Workshops

6. Attended by Indivirltral
Managers

Approach: Focused. Institution
wide in term of Strategic Plan.

Consulting: need for managers
who can deal with strategic or
tactical issues.

Primary focus. Organisational and
unit effectiveness.

Analysis of current business
issues in which competencies
required are determined.

Training Programmes ded with
lectures and WorLshops with
emphasis on Self Leaming and
enrichment

Attended by Individuals and
Management Teams.
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Regional Co-operation

LIWC is currently engaged in various cooperative strategies with

educational institutions within the region on academic matters. Similar

ones should be developed focusing on management training and

development. Through participating in regional training programmes,

managers will be able to exchange ideas and experiences with their peers,

and through this interacrion, gain enriched knowledge of diverse practices

in the management of higher education institutions.

Conclusion

Institutions of Higher Education in South Africa are facing various

challenges due to the changed polity in the country. The most important

challenges facing IHE in general, and IJIVC specifically, are the demand

for transforming the university system of govemance to make it more

representative open and participative; the diverse student population

demanding access, and the strain on its finances due to student demands

to register all students who are academiolly sound irrespective of their

outstanding debts.

The term administrator and manager within institutions of higher education

are often used vaguely. It is argued that an administrator is someone who

does not teach, and that his/her functions or roles consist of providing

institutional leadership. Managing again is a set of activities distinct from

those of an administrator. It entails the day-to-day operational management

of the institution. The terms are qmonymous, but it should be recognised

that managers operate at various levels at IHE, and they do different things.
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Middle-managers, especiallv at IHE rvith dual organisational structures,

occupy very important positions and play a crucial role, although this is

sometimes not sufficiently appreciated by the academic side. It is not

expected that middle-managen take poliry decisions. This is the prerogative

of committees within IHE. The former provide information and advice to

tlese committees and other academic ofEcers. Although the principle of not

taking or influencing decisions is central in the academic / non academic

dichotomy, it is questionable whether absolute adherence to it is possible

or proper. This view needs to change. Middle-managers occupy a linkpin

position. They link supervisors and top management and, as such, should

be able make an invaluable contribution to the way IHE is managed. They

buffer the demands of the various stake-holders within the university

community and the top management , and have an imponant role to Play

in nunuring change. It falls within their ambit to make poliry suggestions,

to o<amine critically the effects of policies, to quesdon the effectiveness of

decisions, and to provide policy implementation options. On the opera-

tional level, they are directly involved in the allocation and management of

scarce resources and make an appreciable contribution to the optimal use

of such resources.

The focus of this investigation was on the illumination of 'unmet needs' in

terms of developing training and development programmes for middle-

management at UWC to achieve high quality support services and to

improve management capabilities. It is also believed that this investigation

sheds some light on t}re processes and problems the university will have to

face as it initiates training and development opportunities for its middle-

managers. Clearly, it is possible to institute an 'integrated' or 'focused'

development programme since the university itself has a clear sense of its
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overall strategy. It is also apparant from the data collected that there are

many barriers to overcome. Urgent attention needs to be given to

revitalising the SPD into a general managerial obiective within the

university.

A well integrated and foorsed uaining and development programme needs

to be implemented as a means to enhance the managerial capabilities of the

university in terms of the present unmet needs . It is even more crucial to

build on these skills and knowledge to meet the demands of future tasks.

Training and development should be seen more as a strategic weapon rather

than as a tactical tool. It should set its sights on sustaining characteristics,

as well as competencies. It must revolve around a cluster of competencies

needed instead of job duties. The former should stimulate the capacity for

transformational behaviour rather t-han merely maintain equilibrium and

sustain activity.

(JWC has dweloped through various stages of 'organisation growth' without

preparing and developing its man..-gers for each phase of the growth. The

uaining offered was morc formalised and fragmented without true strategic

focus on the demands generated from the academic sector of the institu-

tion. The university has now reached the development stage where tlere is

strategic planning and development of the overall management and

governance of the institution to which middle-management can make a

contribution. However, without the necessary skills and competencies they

will not be able fulfillthe expected functions in a competent manner. Due

to these T& D challenges, the time and financial constraintr involved, a

more innovative model needs to be designed to enhance managerial

exPertise.
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The proposed Fusion model for T&D based on Performance Management,

if planned and implemented correctly, u.ill be beneficial to both the

university and its managers. The core concept of this model is the

continuous provision of an appropriate range of managenal skills and

competencies to ensure effective organisational performance. Rather than

being ueated in isolation, training and development should be integrated

with OD activities that will not only benefit the administrative side of

IHE, but the academic component as lvell, to produce a more effective and

efficient service. IJWC will have ro accept responsibility for management

development for a fixed period of time unril such time that the competen-

cies it requires from its managers are met. Before any plan of action can be

insrituted, T&D will encounter some potential and actual limitations and

blockages but, where possible, attempts to mitigate or overcome deterrents.

These limitations are, inter alia, the existing organisational structure and

orlture, decision-making, empowerment, role jarity, career planning and,

most importandy, a management appraisal system. Training needs analysis,

training delivery and performance appraisal are normally integrative. They

closely and explicitly link the university and its managers with training

and development. It can do this on the one hand through satis$ing the

development needs of the individual who is the university's key human

resource and, on the other , through using management development

strategically to increase the capacity of the university to engage, adapt to,

and, indeed, to be proacLive in meeting new challenges and circumstances.

ooOoo
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1

MANAGERIAL TR,AINING AND DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

NO

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Colleague

I am a M. Admin. candidate in the School of Government at the
university. This questionnaire is part of my thesis and its purpose
is to collect data pertaining to the training and development needs
of middle-management. The data will be used to determine the nature
and scope of training needs at this level. I hope that this data will
eventually be used as basis for designing management training and
development programmes.

I therefore ask you to participate in this research by answering all the
questions to the best of your knowledge.

lf you are interested in the result of this study, please indicate at the end
of the questionnaire and a summary of the findings will be mailed to
you.

4. Please return this questionnaire by 31 October 1995,

Thank you for your cooperation.

Yours sincerely

Vincent Morta

2

J
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SECTION A.

ACADETIIC QUALIFICATIONS

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS : ....... .

LENGTH OF SERVICE IN CURRENT POSITION

SECTION B

lndicate which of the major skills and knowledge areas will training be most

helpful to you. Select oniy five major areas and rank them in order of priority

from 1 (most desirable) to 5 (least desirable) in Column A'

ln column B indicate which other additional program topics would you like to see

to be included in a Training and Development programme

Skills/Knowledge AB

A.

B.

skill in communicating effectrvely in face{o-face situations-with
subordinates, peers, superiors, clients.

ability to set realistic goals and standards, deflne performance
requirements, and develop action for achieving and controlling
performance.

ability to conduct selection interviews in a way that produces the
information needed lo make sound hiring decisions consistent with
institutional policy.

D

E

F

skill in giving on-the-job training and coaching to subordinates

ability to appraise performance obiectively and to conduct regular,
constructive performance reviews with your subordinates.

G

H

skill in written communication

t.

ability to manage time (of self and others) effeclively by prioritizing,
controlling interruptions, measunng cost effectiveness, etc.

skill in cutting costs through methods improvemenl, work simplification
or reallocation, flow charting, analysis of procedures, elc.

J ability to make effective presentations and to sell ideas in a
persuasive manner - to management, to subordinates and to users

K, ability to manage budgets more effectively within the total
financial planning of the institution.

ability to challenge and motivate subordinates, thereby increasing
their job satisfaction and developing a team of ''tumed on" employees.
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2 Did you attend any basic management training courses since
joining the university?

3 Did you attend any further management-skills training courses?

lf Yes, lndicate the training programmes you atlended since
joining the university.

3.1.1. ......... .

3.1.2.

3.1 .3..

3.2. Did the training programme(s) meet your needs?

3.3 Were you able to apply the skill you have leamed
in your working environmenl.?

4 Were there any shortcomings in the programmes that you have
attended?

R Who should accept responsibility for your training and
development?

6.'t . Yourself

6.2. The university

Briefly explain your response on the above

7. Should an lndividual Development Programme (lDP) be designed to
suit your own training and development needs?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No
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8 Should group training programs be offered to enhance
managerial teamwork.

I Should educational institutions in this region join forces to
establish.ioint training programs directed at speclfic areas

10 lndicate any relevant factor(s) that hampers management
training and development at the university

Yes

Yes

No

No
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sEcTtoN c

YOUR MANAGERIAL ROLE

How do you undersrand your own rore within the rist of categories indicared berow.
select and rank any five rores in order of priority in terms oi how you see your manageriar
role.

MANAGERIAL ROLES RANK.

Figurehead: Using formal authority lo implement goals and
institutional decisions

Leader: Motivating, guiding and developing sub-ordinates
(training, coaching and rewarding employees)

Liaison: Maintaining contacts with people outside of your unit
(meeting with peers, and clients ).

Monitor: Seeking and obtaining information through verbal and
writlen communication media (meetings, memos,

reports. )

Disseminator: Transmitting information to subordinates through
meetings and briefings.

Spokespe6on:

and

Transmitting information to people out-side your work
group (speaking to groups, reporting to clients ,

briefing senior management and other stake-holders)

Entrepreneur: Searching for and creating new opportunilies for
planning and performanceimprovemenl.

Disturbance
handler :

Taking corrective actions on problems or pressures
(lR and operational problems, as well as personal and
staff confl ict resolutions).

Resource
allocator:

Deciding which units get what and how much
resources should be allocated. (budgeting,decisions

Negotiator: Representing your unit or organisalion at major
negotiations with clients and staff members..

End of Questionnaire. Thank You

Should a copy of the findings be mailed to your department. Yes/ No.
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